Cozumel, Mexico with Dive World West
July 17-23, 2018

July is a nice time to be in Cozumel. Fantastic diving abounds and a wonderful little resort sits on the
edge of the clear Caribbean waters. Boasting a pool, a dock, an excellent restaurant, comfortable
rooms, a fleet of dive boats, and an exceptional dive operation is Blue Angel Resort. This is the fantastic
a dive vacation to give to yourself. This adventure will include 7 days (6 nights) hotel, 5 days of 2 tank
boat diving, and free unlimited shore diving with Dive World West instructor Jim Denton to guide and
assist you. Jim has been diving in Cozumel for 20 years and will work with the resort and the dive
operator to maximize your enjoyment in these fabulous waters. Palancar, Colombia, El Cedral, La
Francesa, Devil’s Throat, and many other beautiful reefs call to us. Eagle rays, stingrays, turtles, sea
horses, splendid toad fishes, eels, corals, and sponges are awaiting our visit.
The price is $923 per person double occupancy. Single occupancy price is $1275. The price for a nondiver in the room with a diver is $573. Airfare is not included. Transfers from the airport to the hotel
upon arrival are included. Non refundable deposit of $250 due at time of sign up, with final payment
due by May 10th. Pay at the Dive World West location or call 210.734.5526 to give a credit card
number.
Blue Angel Resort
•

•
•
•

A full breakfast is included with your package. Chilaquiles, huevos rancheros, omelettes,
pancakes, toast, eggs benedict, fruit, oatmeal, and many other items are on the menu. The
restaurant is excellent.
The trip includes unlimited shore diving. Should additional gear is needed it can be rented from
the dive shop.
Fast boats with cold water, fresh fruit, and cakes are provided on each boat trip. The crews are
extremely safety conscious and gladly assist divers of all experience levels.
Secured storage space is available to leave your equipment in the dive shop if you choose not to
keep it in your room.
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Guest rooms have refrigerators, cable TV, air conditioning, and plenty of space for clothes and
equipment. Fresh drinking water dispensers are located on each floor and in the lobby.
The pool is ocean front and a great way to relax after diving.
Wind down with drinks from the bar located in the restaurant.
It is an easy trip to the grocery store to pick up sandwich stuff, chips, cookies, bottled water, and
sodas.

Dinner – you will be welcome to go along with Jim to eat dinner for a true Mexican dining experience at
some of the local small restaurants. Away from the water front and off the beaten tourist path, these
restaurants offer deliciously cooked food and extremely reasonably priced. Of course there are many
more options available as well.
Tip for the boat crew is not included. Marine park and hyperbaric chamber fees are included in the final
price.
Prior to the trip, Jim will conduct a buoyancy clinic at Dive World West for divers going on the trip. A
pre-trip meeting will also be held to discuss this adventure and get ready for the fun.

Jim Denton, 210.842.3483
jimd@diveworldscuba.com
Dive World West – 210-734-5526

